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The Emergence of Latin America: 
A Break with History?
“It is impossible to understand Latin America 
without leaving it and observing it from afar with 
your own eyes, noting at the same time the 
myths and stereotypes that have been 
constructed about it abroad”.
Mario Vargas-Llosa
The Paradoxes of Latin America.
Latin America: Facts and myths
• Latin America is no longer the stereotype of populism and 
economic mismanagement, but it would be misleading to derive from the 
recent progress some form of complacency.
• There are important ideological and economic differences within the region,
so generalizations tend to be misleading.
• In this lecture I would like to debunk some myths, while re-stating some 
unpleasant facts that remain part of Latin America’s reality. 
Latin America is economically relevant: 



















































LAC & China Populations LAC & China GDP (USD)





















Source: US Energy Information Administration, February 25, 2011
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Seven countries in the region account for more than 80% of 
the population and GDP
Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators (2009)





















































































































































Trend GDP growth in LAC and High Income Countries




Latin America is now performing much better than the 
developed countries
Hyperinflations are long gone
Source: International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook; Central Bank 
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GDP Per Capita of  Selected Regions / US GDP per Capita
LAC/US
Asian Tigers/US

















Source:  Maddison (2009).
Disappointing long-term track record
And much of it has to do with Total Factor Productivity
2.9% 2.8% 3.3% 1.2% 3.3%


















LAC-7 minus Venezuela 
plus Uruguay











Notes: PCE: Peripheral core economies (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden).






























































































































































The good fortune of high commodity process
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Source: Polity IV Project: Political Regime Characteristics and Transitions, 1800-2008 (2008)
Democratic consolidation
Average number of coups per country in LAC countries
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Murder Rate per 100,000 people
20
Some progress in the reduction of inequality































































































































































































Annual Percentage Change in Gini Coefficient








Brazil Economic Classes Share (August 2008- December 
2009; 2014 forecast)
Class AB (more than R 4807)
Class C (R 1115-4807)
Class D (804-1115)
Class E (R 0-804)
Household per capita income and its determinants
Per capita 
household income 












Proportion of working adults
•PARTICIPATION IN LABOR 
FORCE
•EMPLOYMENT OPPORT





Composition of adult population by education level
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Source: Mathematics score from Pisa (2006). Expenditure per Student, primary (% GDP) is the most 
recent data available in WDI (2004 for most of the countries). Public expenditure per student is the public 
current spending on education divided by the total number of students in the primary level. 
Private vs. public education: 
Performance and socioeconomic status
26
Source: OECD (2006). 
A way to measure progress towards development
Variables used in the rankings:
Real GDP growth
Inflation, average CPI (%)
Cyclically adjusted fiscal balance (%GDP)
Net external debt (%GDP)
Net external financing needs/CAR (%)
Public sector external debt (%GDP)
Emerging market bond spreads (bp)
Gini coefficient (%)
Human development index







Graduation scorecard: Core program
Notes: Risk adjusted GDP is constructed as the mean of the real GDP growth (1999-
2009)/standard deviation real GDP growth (1999-2009); Risk adjusted CPI is constructed as the 
mean of the CPI inflation rate (1999-2009)/standard deviation of the CPI inflation rate (1999-
2009)
Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit and IMF World Economic Outlook Data Base, April 2010. 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































Graduation scorecard: the hard sciences
Notes:  Cyclically adjusted fiscal balance estimated as the intercept from a regression of the 
primary surplus on cyclical output, where the latter is obtained from the log-linear de-trending of 
real GDP. The Economist Intelligence Unit and  Kaufmann, Kraay and Mastruzzi (2009). 
Governance Matters VIII 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































Graduation scorecard: Final report 
Sources: The Economist Intelligence Unit; IMF World Economic Outlook, April 2010; Bank of 
International Settlements; Moody's; World Bank Global Economic Monitor and World 
Development Indicators; Human Development Report 2009; Kaufmann, D., Kraay, A., Mastruzzi, 





































































































































































– Macro policy framework is exemplary.
– But difficult to get GDP growth above 5 percent without 
generating inflationary pressures. Low potential growth.
– Effects of new dependency from China are not fully clear.
– Central America has very different challenges compared to 
South America. 
– The positive trends suggest that this can become Latin 
America’s decade. 
Bottom-line
